
Travelling from the North

on the A 42 from Gelsenkirchen-Dortmund

or Duisburg-Oberhausen:

Exit Gelsenkirchen-Hessler

Having taken this exit, turn left onto Schalker

Straße and drive in the direction of

Katernberg/Stoppenberg.

After the traffic lights at the junction, continue straight

on following the tram tracks on Katernberger Straße.

The name of the street changes into Schonnebeckhöfe

and takes you through a railway underpass.

After the underpass, continue along this street.

At the second set of traffic lights, turn right

into Gelsenkirchener Straße.

On your right you should now be able to see the

distinctive shafthead of Zollverein mine’s shaft XII.

Shortly after the tram stop Katernberg Süd Bf turn

right onto Haldenstraße.

At the next crossways straightly

left, you will find the Zollverein School in the red brick-

lined building, Bullmannaue 11.

Travelling from the South

on the A 3, A 52 and A 40

from Köln / Düsseldorf:

Leave the A 3 at the autobahn junction Breitscheid and

take the A 52 in the direction of Essen. After the exit

Essen Bergerhausen, the A 52 turns into the A 40 in a

lit tunnel.

Stay in the right-hand lane on the A40 and take the

next exit: Essen-Frillendorf.

Having taken this exit, turn left at the first set of traffic

lights and drive in the direction of Stoppenberg/

Katernberg.

Turn right at the second set of traffic lights on

Ernestinenstraße (observe the brown Zeche Zollverein

sign on the right).

Continue along Ernestinenstraße through the suburbs

Frillendorf and Stoppenberg.

At the T-junction with the traffic lights, turn right into

Gelsenkirchener Straße and follow the tram tracks –

after the main entrance Zollverein turn the second left

onto Haldenstrasse. At the next crossways straightly

left, you will find the Zollverein School in the red brick-

lined building, Bullmannaue 11.

The Zollverein School is situated to the north-east of the

city of Essen between the suburbs of Stoppenberg and

Katernberg.
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